SUCTION FEED
COLLATING SYSTEMS
Paperweights from 20 to 1,000 gms
including folded sections

Collating

Station Guides:
All sheet size changes are easily
achieved within seconds by
moving magnetic side and back
stops. The suction cups are
quickly set in position by a
thumb screw control.

Technology

Solutions

Conveyor Transport:

without stopping the machine is
easily and safely performed.
In this way the highest on the
floor production rates can be
achieved.

The open concept of the Col-Tec
horizontal design gives the
operator a clear overall view of
all sheets throughout the
collating process. By maintaining
all sheets on one level, the
collator can easily handle all light
and heavyweight stocks. With no
contact on the printed surface
other than the suction cups, the
Col-Tec collator is ideal for
collation of work that would be
marked by other designs.

Detectors:
There are a choice of electromechanical and/or electronic
miss and double sheet detector
systems. In both cases a single
control will set all stations
instantaneously.

Stock Range:
Conveyor Knock-up:

Air Blow:
Automatic air blow separation
accurately directs air between
the top sheets and is followed by
a suction head sheet-push to
dislodge any sheets which may
be clinging. Col-Tec make best
use of these features including
the fitting of larger capacity
compressors.

The conveyor is fitted with
automatic knock-up belts that
jog the set together every time a
new sheet is added. This ensures
better set registration which is
particularly important for further
in-line operations.

Loading:
Once the sheet size and
detectors are set, the operator
can start immediate production.
Loading and unloading stock

Col-Tec suction feed collators
are ideal for collating the widest
range of stocks from lightweight
papers to heavy board and
folded sections. The potential is
virtually unlimited...

Custom Designed solutions for your business

Does this remind you of your last five-piece collating job?
On many occasions the industry is faced with
exceptional paperweights and sizes, which make
collating on conventional equipment
troublesome, or sometimes impossible.
For many years Col-Tec have been able to solve
these problems by designing purpose built
equipment. This, together with probably the
most experienced collating engineers in the
world has made Col-Tec a leader in the market
of special application collating equipment.
Should equipment out of our extensive range not
fulfil your exact needs Col-Tec are able to
customise their collators to meet specific
requirements.
In order to support the current trends towards
automatic production lines Col-Tec will produce
the necessary interfaces to conveyors, binding
equipment, film-wrapping machines, etc. all to
individual specification.

One big heavy piece.
One small piece.
One piece that will snarl the works.
One piece that twists and bends.
And one piece that slithers and slides.
Lots of handwork?

Col-Tec can help
you to tame your
next bunch of wild
collating items.

Stitch, Fold, Trim brochure and booklet finishing
This robust Stitch, Fold, Trim line
is equipped with “Quick Set
Motors” to assist quick and easy
size changes and the maximum
brochure thickness is around
120 pages if using 80g/m stock
or 6mm. The registration of the
set provided by the automatic
knock-up belts on the Col-Tec
collator guarantee a smooth
passage from collator to booklet
maker.

Stitching:
The variable speed exit rollers
from the Col-Tec collator aid the
smooth transfer of stock to the
infeed rollers.
Upper belt transport plus a lower
vacuum belt provide accurate
control of the set whilst it is fed
into the stitching heads and then
on again to the folder.

Head stitching can be used up to
5mm for a variety of jobs i.e.
calendar stitching.
Fine adjustment of the stitch
position on the fold provides the
operator with the opportunity to
produce the highest quality
booklets. Wire stitch detectors
will stop the machine if stitches
are missing. Those printers and
finishers already used to
automatic booklet makers will
recognise these as more than
useful features!
Hohner stitching heads are fitted
as standard.

Folding:

print sensitive surfaces.
The book thickness is set
automatically without the need
for the operator to make
individual adjustments from job
to job.
An optional motor press unit
provides additional compression
of around 1.3 tonnes (1,300
kilos) and is applied by pressing
the brochure against the turn
round roller to produce flatter
books without creasing.
A special fold knife design gives
added friction to the set as it is
taken into the fold rollers and
thereby ensures a consistent
finish.

The cloth folding system
provides a friction free no
marking action particularly
important when working with

Up to 8 stitching heads
can be fitted as and
when required and are
fed from wire rolls.

Transfer from collator to booklet maker.

Fibre optics ensure exact
alignment of punched products
with the highest degree of
accuracy.
Detection systems will stop the
machine in the event of any
disturbance to the work. Multiple
production can create up to 4
separate booklet streams as
small as 5 x 4cm.
A form punch will allow the
creation of specialist shaped
booklets i.e. in the form of a
football or bumble bee etc.
3 knife trimming.

File hole punching also available.

Trimming:
Books can be trimmed down to
as small as 4cm from the spine.
Consistent trimming action is
achieved with an accuracy of
under 1/10mm.
Top and bottom adjustable
knifes are designed for continual
use up to 1 million cuts.
For small booklets down to just
4cm, an air pressure waste
removal system is fitted.
Optional heavy duty 3 knife
trimming can be added to cut
between 3 and 20mm at both
the head and tail of the booklet.
A controlled shingled pay-off
conveyor provides a neat and
accurate delivery of finished
booklets. At the touch of a
button these can be cleared
down to a delivery tray.

Additional Options:

Die Punching:

G A hand feeding position can be added if the booklet maker is
not interfaced with a collating machine.

Is a powerful addition to the
stitch/fold/trim line to enable
multiple production giving an
output as high as 12,000 books
per hour.

Former punched booklets.

G Booklets with shorter covers can be accurately finished with the
addition of a special register device.
G Larger wire reels are available up to 15kg for higher volume
production.
G Maximum speed can be increased from 3,100 to 4,200 cph.

G Loop stitches are also possible.
G The Col-Tec collator can be supplied with a bi-directional
conveyor for positioning the booklet maker at one end and
collating into a jogger at the other.

Signature Collator for gathering folded sections
“Col-Tec have adapted their
versatile design to produce a
collator ideally suited to the
collation of heavier and bulky
items such as signatures,
stitched and perfect bound
books etc. Deep pile feeders are
fitted with adjustable back and
side guides to support the
product the entire depth of its
stack. Furthermore, adjustable
tilted deep pile tables allow the
feeders to compensate for any
bulking of the stock on one side
and therefore allow deeper
stacks to be filled.
The height of the transport
conveyor flites can
be supplied anywhere between
30 to 70mm depending upon the
thickness of the collated sets.
Automatic conveyor knock-up
belts ensure that a well
registered set is transferred to
the Exit Delivery Conveyor.

The EDC unit will collect the
collated sets up to a stack depth
between 70 and 100mm. When
the first stacking position is full
the EDC will automatically move
forward one position along the
conveyor. The EDC can be
supplied with 4, 6 or 8 stacking
positions giving a combined
depth of up to 800mm. The
EDC is easily and safely
unloaded without the need to
stop the collator or, the machine
will alert the operator by
stopping when all stacking
positions are full. An optional
offset stacking facility to separate
each collated set can be added if
required.
Continuous production up to
4,000 cycles per hour can be
achieved subject to the number
of feed stations chosen. The
standard format is 350 x 350mm
with a minimum size of 148 x
210mm. Both larger and smaller

formats can be accommodated
by special request.
The market for gathering
sections appears to be
dominated by several larger
producers of this equipment all
offering more expensive and
more operator intensive
equipment. The Col-Tec
Signature collator is aimed at
those companies looking to add
a low cost automatic gatherer as
their primary collator or, as an
addition to their existing perfect
binding lines that are either fully
occupied with work or take too
long to change for short run jobs.

Features:
G Signature Collation.
G 4,000 Cycles Per Hour.
G Deep Pile Feeders.
G 4 to 32 page Signatures.
G From 4 to 20 stations.
G Customised Specifications.
G Exit Delivery Conveyor
stacking up to 800mm.

Optional Extras for multiple applications
Deep Pile Feeding

Criss Cross Jogger

Available between 500 and
800mm and easily loaded on the
run. For maximum flexibility of
choice and subject to final
specification, Col-Tec can
uniquely add deep piles at a later
date.

The variable speed Jogger is
available with a criss cross action
to separate each individual set.
Adjustable height, tilt and
vibration controls are available to
the operator.

Exit Delivery Conveyor
This is a labour saving alternative
to the Jogger. With multiple
stacking positions a combined
depth of up to 560mm can be
stacked before the machine
needs unloading. The EDC can
also be off-loaded whilst running

Computer Programming
Provides a fully automatic option
for start-up and shut down of
jobs. Automatic miss sheet
correction and multiple feeding
of more than one sheet from any
of the stations is available to the
operator.

Crash Numbering
Accurate, consistent, quality
numbering can be achieved
whilst collating. The numbering
heads include a 4 roller inking
system for smooth application of
the ink. Fine adjustment of the
impression is achieved using
compressed air as a clean and
safe driver.

and will typically reduce the
number of operators needed
particularly on collators with 10
or more feeders.

Auto Rejection Tray
Designed to maintain continuous
production by automatically
ejecting any sets containing
double sheet errors and without
stopping the machine.

Stitching/Taping/Cutting
The Multipik range of pad book
finishing machines will apply up
to 20 stitches from a single
heavy duty stitching head with
the option to tape the spine and
cut to multiple finished book
sizes in one automatic process.
The equipment is extremely
versatile and will handle book
thicknesses from 2 to 20mm.

In-line folding.

Additional Items include
G Hand Feed Stations
G Head Stitching
G On-line Gluing
G Dual Direction Collators
G Interfacing to other Products
G In-line Folding and Cross Folding Units
G Static Pinning

STANDARD SPECIFICATION
MAXIMUM
SHEET
SIZE

MINIMUM
SHEET
SIZE

cm

cm

cm

B5+

25x25

4x4

10 stations
Up to 5,000 365
27

105

B4
PORTRAIT

25x35

8x10

6 stations
Up to 4,000 260

27

135

B3
PORTRAIT

35x50

10x12

6 stations
Up to 3,600 320

37

148

B2
PORTRAIT

50x70

14x21

4 stations
Up to 2,400 410

52

185

B1

70x100

21x29

72

260

10x12

6 stations
Up to 4,000 320

37

135

B3
LANDSCAPE 50x35

10x12

3 stations
Up to 4,000 278

52

125

B2
LANDSCAPE 70x50

14x21

3 stations
Up to 3,600 325

72

150

COLLATOR
FORMAT

SIGNATURE
COLLATOR

CUSTOM

35x35

MAXIMUM
CYCLES
PER HOUR

MINIMUM
UNIT SIZE &
LENGTH

Up to 1,800 2 stations
242

As per
As per
As per
client
client
client
instructions instructions instructions

APPROX
ADDITIONAL
LENGTH PER
STATION ADDED WIDTH
cm
cm

As per
client
instructions N/A

N/A

HOW TO FIND US
By Road
From M27 Junction 1 follow signs to Lyndhurst.
Go through Lyndhurst, following the one-way system, signposted to New Milton, join
the A35.
Just before you reach the “Cat & Fiddle” - Harvester Public House on your right
hand side, turn left, into Ringwood Road, towards Walkford and carry on this road
for approx. 1 mile then take a left turn into Walkford Road.
Carry on this road and take a left turn into Stem Lane approx. 1/2 mile. Turn right
into Queensway.
By Rail
Nearest mainline station is New Milton. London terminal is Waterloo. Through train
journey takes about 90 minutes. Col-Tec representatives will collect from New Milton
Station.
By Air
From London Heathrow Airport Coach from any terminal to Woking Railway Station.
Train to Brockenhurst Station. Collection as above.
From London Gatwick Airport, Train to Victoria then from Waterloo Station to New
Milton Station. Collection as above.

Col-Tec Worldwide Installations and Service
Col-Tec staff are amongst
the most experienced and
skilled collating engineers in
the world. Their knowledge
has produced a collator of
great versatility, with simple
operation, high speed and
above all reliable
engineering. Indeed we
believe the Col-Tec collator
superior to any other
collator on the market and
whenever you consider it
appropriate, we are happy
to provide detailed
information regarding the
differences. The net result is
a more productive, more
reliable and more versatile
collating machine.

"Your collator has performed up to all our expectations and has been
operating 20 hours a day". Mike LaForest, Color Ink
"Col-Tec have been servicing our equipment for a number of years and we
have always found them to be a prompt and very reliable company".
Andrew Cloke, ICP
"The machine we bought from you has never let us down and often gives us
a better return than our printing presses". Roger Wacey, Printwize
"Your sales pitch and production guarantee certainly matches the
performance of the machine". Ian Park, Printagraph
"Your collator is running at least 25% faster than our previous SM model".
Victor Sivoded, Art Press
"The machine has been extremely reliable and has not required any
engineer's service calls since install 9 months ago. This is impressive in
view of our shift system and use of different operators".
Barry Fletcher, Alliance & Leicester
"I would have no hesitation in recommending your equipment to anyone
who requires trouble free collating with first class after sales service".
Harry Broadley, H Broadley & Sons
"We are pleased with the decision we made to go with Col-Tec over other
suppliers, and have a solution which meets our exact business
requirements". John Scott, Enesco
Full copies of references (plus many others) and direct contact details are
available upon request.

Col-Tec are not highly
geared and we offer our
clients peace of mind for
their future and long term
servicing requirements.
We asked some of our
customers to comment on
their experience of running
Col-Tec collating
equipment:

COL-TEC (SOLUTIONS) LIMITED
Queensway, Stem Lane Industrial Estate, New Milton, Hampshire BH25 5NN
Tel: +44 (0)1425 627755 Fax: +44 (0)1425 627766
www.col-tec.net e-mail: col-tec@btconnect.com
Col-Tec (Solutions) Ltd is constantly seeking to improve the specification, design and production of its products and this brochure should not be
regarded as an infallible guide to current specifications.

